Exxon Reports on Climate Risk and Sees Almost None
by John H. Cushman Jr.
Feb. 5, 2018 – In a new climate risk report that had been requested by its investors, ExxonMobil writes that keeping global warming below 2°C might mean cutting the use of oil by 20% between now and the year 2040.
But the oil giant also makes clear that it doesn't expect anything of the kind to happen.
Instead, Exxon's climate risk report and its annual Energy Outlook for 2018 maintain the company's long-standing view that both the use of its products and the resulting emissions of CO2 will continue to rise, until reaching a peak in 2040.  It doesn't address what happens after that date.
The climate report—"2018 Energy and Carbon Summary: Positioning for a Lower-Carbon Energy Future"—ostensibly describes the risks to the oil giant's business plan in a world where governments impose restrictions on the use of fossil fuels, in line with the targets of the Paris climate agreement, signed in 2015.
"We believe society will continue moving towards a lower carbon energy system," Exxon avows, saying that "the beginnings of a shift" can already be observed.
But even under "daunting" scenarios that would make it possible to meet the Paris targets—implying a clean energy revolution in the next few decades—Exxon insists it would be able to produce all the oil in its existing fields and to keep investing in new reserves, while also benefiting from growing use of natural gas.  It says it would also seek to profit from novel approaches, like capturing CO2 for storage, or producing biofuels from algae.  And it would try to make its own plants more efficient, lowering its internal carbon footprint.
But nothing suggests the end of fossil fuels, Exxon argues.  Even if every car in the world's fleet were electric by the year 2040, which the company doesn't expect, Exxon says liquid fuel demand in 2040 would be as high as it was in 2013, largely due to commercial transportation.  (Exxon reckons that for every 100 million additional electric vehicles on the road, demand for fuel would drop by 1.2 million barrels a day.)
Neither the energy efficiency of the global economy, nor the carbon intensity of the energy produced to drive that growth, is likely to improve fast enough to stop emissions from rising steadily until 2040, the company says.
At that point, emissions would be 10% higher than they are today.  At that rate, the world would soon bust its carbon budget, the amount of additional emissions scientists say can go into the atmosphere without driving temperatures beyond the 2° threshold by the end of the century.  [Dr. Fry’s note: the actual carbon budget to keep warming below 2°C by 2100 is negative, about 2/3 of emissions to date, for CO2 well below 350 ppm.]  Keeping emissions below that mark, and even trying to stay within 1.5° of warming, is the goal of the Paris agreement, which Exxon has said it supports.
Patrick Doherty, co-director for corporate governance for New York State Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli, a leader of the shareholder call for climate risk reporting, said that the report was lacking and that his office would discuss Exxon's response with company officials.
"The company offers too many generalizations and too few specifics on how it plans to participate in a low carbon economy," Doherty said.  "The reports rely on optimistic assumptions of undiminished growth in demand for fossil fuels in certain economic sectors, and lack a discussion of the company's goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions."
Adam Scott, a policy adviser to the green advocacy group Oil Change International, said the double-talk is just the latest shade of climate denial.  "They are predicting a future where we would have a global climate catastrophe, and saying, 'We are OK with that—deal with it,' " he said.  (The group last year published a report, Forecasting Failure, that dissected the prognostications of Exxon, Shell and BP.)
Already, average global surface temperatures have gone up about 1.2°C since the start of the industrial era, and they are expected to pass the 1.5° benchmark before long.
What If the World Meets Its Paris Pledges?
But what if the world did step up and enforce the Paris goals?  That includes the United States, which under President Trump is the only country to abandon its pledge, but also other major economies like Europe and China, and developing nations as well.
Even then, Exxon says, it would be able to stay on a profitable financial track, continuing to produce essentially all of its current fossil fuel reserves and to invest heavily in replacing them.  Oil and gas use would not fall off a cliff, it says, although there would be a pronounced shift toward gas.  Refineries might emphasize other products in place of gasoline and diesel fuel.
Oil demand might decline from 95 million barrels a day in 2016 to 78 million barrels a day in 2040, Exxon says—maybe, under the most bearish of scenarios, dropping even to 53 million barrels a day.  Demand for natural gas is harder to predict—it might go up or down significantly, but the likeliest outlook presents "even less risk" to reserves, and hence to Exxon's fortune.
"The more than 90% of our proved reserves that are projected to be produced by 2040 are clearly supported by ample demand," Exxon says.
In other words, forget about leaving it in the ground—the prescription favored over the long run by climate hawks, who say that the world needs to move rapidly to bring emissions from energy down to zero by 2060 or so to meet the 2° goal, let alone the even more ambitious aspiration of keeping warming to 1.5°.
'A Significant Gap'
For its "what-if" exercise, Exxon adopted modeling done by an accomplished international team of experts who gathered at Stanford University and published their results in 2014.  They published an ensemble of illustrative pathways, depicting how the world might get warming down to below 2°.  As is well understood by climate experts, that implies reducing net emissions of greenhouse gases to zero some time in the latter half of this century.  [That actually must happen well before mid-century. - Dr. Fry]
Despite the urgency, Exxon doesn't suggest that this is likely or even prudent.  Indeed, it makes no attempt to predict energy trends or global temperatures beyond the year 2040.
"The long-term objective of effective policy should be to reduce the risks of climate change at the lowest societal cost, in balance with other priorities such as meeting increased demand for affordable energy and better addressing poverty," it says—reciting a formula it has adopted for the past decade or so.
Exxon describes the Stanford project's pathways as "a stark and fairly rapid transition" toward zero emissions.
The difference between Exxon's own projections and the 2° scenarios in the Stanford work are spelled out in a section of Exxon's 2018 Energy Outlook that focuses on the climate challenge: "There remains a significant gap," the company says.
To hit the Paris target, that report says, emissions would have to peak soon enough and fall steadily, coming close to the 1980 level by 2040.  Instead, Exxon's outlook is for emissions to peak at twice the level of 1980 by 2040.
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